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Abstract 29 

 30 

Co-pyrolysis of brominated flame retardants (BFRs) with polymeric materials prevails in 31 

scenarios pertinent to thermal recycling of bromine-laden objects; most notably the non-32 

metallic fraction in e-waste.  Hydro-dehalogenation of aromatic compounds in a hydrogen-33 

donating medium constitutes a key step in refining pyrolysis oil of BFRs.  Chemical 34 

reactions underpinning this process are poorly understood.  Herein, we utilize accurate 35 

density functional theory (DFT) calculations to report thermo-kinetic parameters for the 36 

reaction of solid polyethylene, PE, (as a surrogate model for aliphatic polymers) with prime 37 

products sourced from thermal decomposition of BFRs, namely, HBr, bromophenols; 38 

benzene, and phenyl radical.  Facile abstraction of an ethylenic H by Br atoms is expected 39 

to contribute to the formation of abundant HBr concentrations in practical systems.  40 

Likewise, a relatively low energy barrier for aromatic Br atom abstraction from a 2-41 

bromophenol molecule by an alkyl radical site, concurs with the reported noticeable hydro-42 

debromination capacity of PE.  Pathways entailing a PE-induced bromination of a phenoxy 43 

radical should be hindered in view of high energy barrier for a Br transfer into the para 44 

position of the phenoxy radical.  Adsorption of a phenoxy radical onto a Cu(Br) site 45 

substituted at the PE chain affords the commonly discussed PBDD/Fs precursor of a 46 

surface-bounded bromophenolate adduct.  Such scenario arises due to the heterogeneous 47 

integration of metals into the bromine-rich carbon matrix in primitive recycling of e-waste 48 

and their open burning.    49 

 50 

Keywords: polymeric materials; brominated flame retardants; reaction mechanism; co-51 

pyrolysis 52 

  53 
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1. Introduction 54 

To comply with safety codes, brominated flame retardants (BFRs) are added to electronics, 55 

furniture, building materials, and a wide range of consumer products (Covaci et al., 2011).  “Waste-56 

to-energy” approach has emerged as a main stream strategy in treating plastic-based objects laden 57 

with BFRs at the end of their lifetimes (thermal recycling) (Evangelopoulos et al., 2019).  58 

Likewise, a great deal of applied and fundamental research has focused on the extraction of non-59 

brominated fractions from bromine-treated plastics (chemical recycling) (Zhang and Zhang, 2012).  60 

Effective elimination of bromine constitutes a major obstacle in chemical recycling of BFRs-61 

containing polymers (Pivnenko et al., 2017).  Unit operations of BFRs-polymer systems require a 62 

detail understanding of interaction of brominated species with the polymeric structural entities.  63 

 64 

Thermal decomposition of BFRs yields a very broad spectra of brominated species spanning HBr, 65 

aliphatic, and aromatic compounds, in addition to PAHs (Altarawneh et al., 2019).  Of a notable 66 

concern is the formation of the notorious polybrominated dibenzo-p-dioxin and dibenzofurans; 67 

PBDD/Fs (Wang et al., 2018).  The latter predominantly forms via the condensation of structurally 68 

related precursors or through the gradual build-up of short carbon cuts; i.e., de novo synthesis (Yu 69 

et al., 2011).  Pyrolysis of polymers treated with BFRs dictate reactions of brominated entities with 70 

the parent skeleton of the polymer (Luda et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2011; Koch et al., 2019).  It follows 71 

that, it is necessary to describe on a precise atomic basis, chemical events that mark the synergistic 72 

interaction of BFRs’ pyrolysates with the structural entities of polymers.  Luda and Balabanovich 73 

(Luda and Balabanovich, 2011) investigated the hydro-dehalogenation capacity of a series of 74 

polymeric materials (polystyrene, polyamide, polybutadiene, polypropylene (PP), and 75 

polyethylene (PE)) toward the conversion reaction bromophenols → phenol + HBr.  It was found 76 

that that PE and PP entail a significantly higher dehydrohalogenation reactivity than other 77 

polymers.  This prompted authors (Luda and Balabanovich, 2011) to restrict the hydro-78 

debromination reactivity to the aliphatic moieties in the macromolecule chains. 79 

 80 

Formation of lower brominated congeners of aromatic compounds in case of BFRs-polymers 81 

systems concurs with the role of polymers as hydrogen donors (Luda et al., 2010; Luda and 82 
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Balabanovich, 2011).  Pyrolysis of synthetic hydrocarbon polymers proceeds in a highly reducing 83 

environment.  Hydrogen atoms preferentially abstract aromatic bromine leading to lower 84 

brominated isomers.  However, the role of polymeric chains on the chemical transformation of 85 

brominated compounds is far more complex than merely serving as a hydrogen reservoir.  86 

Balabanovich et al. (Balabanovich et al., 2005) co-pyrolyzed PP with polybrominated diphenyl 87 

ethers (PBDEs) reporting rapid decomposition of PBDEs; in reference to neat feed of PBDEs.  88 

Fission of C-C linkages in PP affords primary, secondary, and diradical sites.  Abstraction of a 89 

bromine atom by these potent active sites triggers a lower-temperature decomposition pathway of 90 

PBDEs.  In a previous study, we addressed (via DFT calculations) interaction of a bromophenol 91 

molecule with a cyclohexane moiety; as a model compound of the carbon matrix (Altarawneh and 92 

Dlugogorski, 2014b).  A facile abstraction of phenolic’s O-H and aromatic C-Br bonds by radical 93 

sites in the cyclohexane adduct was reported.   94 

 95 

In a recent review article, we provide a comprehensive account on pathways that operate in the 96 

decomposition of neat BFRs with a prime focus on reaction routes leading to major primary 97 

products and PBDD/Fs (Altarawneh et al., 2019).  However, interaction of decomposition products 98 

of BFRs with the polymeric chain remains highly speculative.  For instance; it is generally viewed 99 

that HBr (the major Br carrier in pyrolysis of BFRs) (Altarawneh et al., 2019), mediates fission of 100 

O-CH2 bond in brominated epoxy resins.  Such pathways are yet to be confirmed via quantum 101 

chemical calculations.  102 

 103 

Overall, chemical reactions prevailing in the chemical recycling of e-waste in general and those 104 

related to emission of notorious brominated compounds in specific are rather poorly understood.  105 

To this end, this contribution attempts to shed a mechanistic insight into chemical events 106 

encountered during the co-pyrolysis of BFRs with polymeric materials.  A periodic-boundary solid 107 

configuration of PE is deployed herein to simulate polymeric entities predominantly formed of 108 

CH2 groups deploying accurate density functional theory (DFT) calculations.  Intriguing questions 109 

to be answered are pertinent to a plausible function of polymeric Br site as a shuttle to transfer 110 

organic Br into  phenyl-type radicals and a likely role of Cu-decorated PE chain in the bromination 111 

reaction sequence. The latter scenario prevails during primitive e-waste recycling operations, in 112 
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which Cu species dominate the metallic content in the ensuing uncontrolled and highly random 113 

combustion medium (Fujimori et al., 2016).  Formation of HBr molecules via free Br abstraction 114 

reactions of an H atom from the polymeric chain is investigated as a likely source for the abundant 115 

hydrogen bromide.  Reactions pathways are mapped out for the interaction of a bromophenol 116 

model compound with the PE.  Computed thermo-kinetic parameters shall be useful to form a 117 

robust understanding of the combustion chemistry germane to BFRs-polymers blends.  118 

 119 

2- Computational details 120 

2.1. DFT calculations 121 

All structural optimizations, total energy and vibrational frequencies were carried out based on the 122 

density functional theory (DFT) formalism as implemented in the DMol3 package (Delley, 1990, 123 

2000).  Computational details follow the approach we deployed in recent studies (Jaf et al., 2018).  124 

In a nutshell, the DFT exchange-correlation potential deploys the generalized gradient 125 

approximation (GGA) of the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functiona (Giese and York, 2010).  126 

A Grimme dispersion functional (Grimme, 2006) corrects energies for structures that characterize 127 

a long-range interaction.  In all calculations, the electronic core treatment comprises all electrons 128 

while utilizing a double numerical plus polarisation (DNP) basis set with a specified global cut off 129 

radius at 4.2 Å.  The total energy converges to a tolerance of 1 × 10-6 Hartree and total force on 130 

each atom to 1 × 10-4 Hartree/ Å.  A dipole correction along the z-direction was introduced in all 131 

calculations to minimize a plausible charge rearrangement in surface-adsorbate systems. 132 

Integration of the Brillouin zone was performed based on an automatic 1 × 2 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack 133 

κ-point scheme.  A test on one system (RH + Br → R + HBr) using a global cut off radius at 4.5 134 

Å and 2 × 3 × 1 κ-point sampling changes its reaction energy by only 4%.  Transition states were 135 

located based on the complete linear synchronous and quadratic synchronous transit approaches 136 

(LST/QST) formalisms.  In a previous study (Miran et al., 2017), we illustrate a detailed account 137 

of the underlying computational approach of the LST/QST methods and their merits over the 138 

commonly utilized NEB methodology.  The inclusion of an imaginary frequency along the target 139 

reaction coordinates confirms the nature of located transition structure as first-order saddle.  140 

Computed vibrational frequencies enable to calculate pertinent thermodynamic functions, from 141 
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which reaction rate constants for all reactions based on the conventional transition state theory 142 

were attained.  Table 1 enlists Arrhenius parameters for all investigated reactions.  143 

 144 

2.2. The PE model 145 

The deployed configuration of PE is adapted from our previous studies on the low-temperature 146 

oxidation of crystalline PE (Oluwoye et al., 2015) and its oxidation under a NOx environment 147 

(Oluwoye et al., 2016).  Under most accessible conditions, PE exhibits an orthorhombic unitcell 148 

along the Pnam space group.  Calculated lattice constants (a and b) reasonably match analogous 149 

experimental (sourced from XRD and Neutron scattering) measurements (Avitabile et al., 1975) 150 

and other theoretically obtained values (Miao et al., 2001).  Likewise, computed fractional 151 

coordinates for C and H atoms depart rather minimally from matching experimental values.  The 152 

PE(100) surface is constructed from the unit cell and composes of four atomic layer slab with a 153 

vacuum thickness of 10 Å along the z-direction.  During the structural optimization, the top two 154 

layers along were allowed to freely relax, while the two bottom layers were frozen at their bulk 155 

positions.  Figure 1 depicts top and side views of the PE(100) surface.   156 

 157 

3- Results and discussions  158 

3.1. Reaction of Br atoms with the PE structure.  159 

 160 

HBr generally accounts for more than 50% of the initial bromine content present in pure BFRs 161 

(Grause et al., 2008).  Unlike the inert chlorination agent HCl, HBr assumes some direct gas-phase 162 

bromination capacity. Bromination reactivity of HBr partly stems from relatively weak H-Br bond 163 

87 kcal/mol (Luo, 2002).  In the course of thermal decomposition of BFRs, HBr forms via two 164 

major pathways, H/Br abstraction reactions and unimolecular elimination; most notably as in 165 

condensed phase tetrabromobisphenol A (TBBA) via a keto-enolic tau- tomerisation (Marongiu et 166 

al., 2007).  Herein, the presence the PE skeleton in a BR-rich environment affords a viable pathway 167 

for the formation of HBr via H abstraction from a C2H2 site.  Bond dissociation enthalpy for the 168 

ethylenic C-H in PE closely matches that of the secondary C-H site in propane, (99.4 kcal/mol for 169 

PE versus 97.9 kcal/mol in propane).  Figure 2 presents a potential energy surface (PES) for this 170 
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process.  A free Br atom weakly physiosorbes above the PE surface via a trivial adsorption energy 171 

of only 1.8 kcal/mol.  Abstraction of an H atom from an ethylenic group in the PE structure 172 

demands a modest activation energy of 17.7 kcal/mol.  The separated products (HBr) and a PE 173 

with a radical site) resides 9.6 kcal/mol below the entrance channel.  Reaction barrier of TS1 174 

overshoots the analogous literature value reported for H abstraction from the secondary site in 175 

propane by ~ 7 kcal/mol.  This indicated a slower reaction rate for reaction of Br atoms with 176 

ethylenic sites in PE when compared with secondary sites in alkanes.  Nonetheless, a simplified 177 

batch reactor-like model indicates an instantaneous conversion of Br into HBr via the reaction 178 

depicted in Figure 2.    179 

 180 

3.2. Reaction of a 2-bromophenol molecule with PE 181 

Bromophenols signify a major group of brominated aromatic compounds emitted from thermal 182 

decomposition of BFRs (Weber and Kuch, 2003).  For instance, 2,5,6-tribromophenol attains a 183 

yield of ~ 700 mg/kg TBBA and ~ 400 mg/kg TBBA from the oxidative and pyrolytic 184 

decomposition of gas-phase TBBA at 600 oC, respectively (Saeed et al., 2016).  The role of 185 

brominated phenol (and their derived brominated phenoxy radicals) in serving as direct building 186 

block for PBDD/Fs is well-documented in the literature (Weber and Kuch, 2003; Evans and 187 

Dellinger, 2006).  Pyrolysis of brominated aromatics with hydrogen-donating medium assumes a 188 

practical application in refining and upgrading pyrolysis oil (Wang and Xu, 2014).  In this process, 189 

brominated aromatics are dehalogenated into their non-brominated counterparts and HBr.  The 190 

hydro-dehalogenation capacity of polymeric substrate toward dehalogenation primarily rests on 191 

their functional groups and available radical sites.  Balabanovich et al. demonstrated a profound 192 

selectivity of PP toward dehalogenation of a mixture of chlorinated and brominated aromatics into 193 

their respective non-halogenated phenol (Balabanovich et al., 2005).  The halogen content 194 

exclusively transforms into hydrogen halides between 290 – 350 o.  Surveying the hydro-195 

dehalogenation capacity of several polymeric materials discloses a similar reactivity of PP and PE 196 

that substantially overshoot that of other polymers.   197 

 198 
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The hydro-dehalogenation stems from radical centers that form along the aliphatic chain in PP and 199 

PE.  This activity was shown to be insensitive to the strength of the C-H bonds in respective 200 

polymers.  Other factors such as steric hindrance and the presence of electron-withdrawing groups 201 

may have some influence.  This implies that the hydro-dehalogeantion mechanism does not operate 202 

based on the “injection” of free hydrogen atoms in the gas phase by the decomposed polymers.  A 203 

likely scenario entails direct interaction of the bromophenol molecule with the radical sites in the 204 

polymeric chain.  Thermal degradation of a 2,6-dibromophenol with PE resulted in its 205 

transformation into monobrophenol and further to phenol, together with a minute concentration of 206 

alkylated phenols (Balabanovich et al., 2005).  In reference to pure 2,6-dibromophenol, co-207 

pyrolysis of 2,6-dibromophenol with PE significantly retarded the formation of oxygen-containing 208 

compounds; most notably PBDD/Fs and polybrominated diphenyl ethers (Balabanovich et al., 209 

2005).  This section illustrates primary reactions underlying the hydro-dehalogenation capacity of 210 

PE toward a 2-bromophenol molecule.   211 

 212 

Figure 3 portrays reactions of a 2-bromophenol molecule with a secondary radical center (alkyl 213 

radical site) in the PE chain.  In addition to consecutive β C–C scission, intramolecular hydrogen 214 

transfer, intermolecular hydrogen shift between adjacent hydrocarbons chains, formation of an 215 

alkyl radical site constitutes an important initial decomposition route of PE.  The phenolic’s O-H 216 

bond (89.0 kcal/mol) is notably stronger than the C-Br bond (83.2 kcal/mol) (Luo, 2002).  217 

Calculated activation energies for Br and phenolic ’H abstraction by the PE chain depicted in 218 

Figure 3 reflects this difference.  Abstraction of the Br atom ensues via a reaction barrier of 25.5 219 

(TS2) kcal/mol (in reference to the separated reactants); a value that is lower by 5.2 kcal/mol than 220 

that required to abstract the phenolic’s O-H.  The formed OH-phenyl radical exists in a well-depth 221 

of 21.3 kcal/mol.  Formation of a bromophenoxy radical along the reaction M3 → M4 is 222 

endothermic by 14.4 kcal/mol.  The preferential occurrence of the Br abstraction reaction concurs 223 

with two focal points inferred from the experimental study by Luda and Balabanovich (Luda and 224 

Balabanovich, 2011); the successive debromination of brominated phenols into phenols, and the 225 

decrease in the yield of PBDD/Fs and PBDEs.  The latter route typically utilizes bromophenoxy 226 

radicals as potent precursors.  Clearly, formation of a bromophenoxy radical is supported by the 227 

mechanism shown in Figure 3.  Conversion of OH-phenyl radical into a phenol molecule could 228 
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readily occur via abstraction of an H atom from the PE chain or from a gas phase species.  The 229 

formed C-Br bond in the M5 configuration features a bond length (2.02 Å) that matches very well 230 

the corresponding bond length for a secondary C-Br bond in alkanes.   231 

 232 

3.3.  Bromination of phenoxy radical over a PE-Br site 233 

Halogenation mechanisms of aromatic pollutants in thermal systems have attracted a significant 234 

deal of research.  Prevailing chlorination mechanisms span catalyzed electrophilic substitution by 235 

Cl2 and chlorine transfer from oxychloride metals (Altarawneh et al., 2009).  In comparison, 236 

literature discussion on the operating bromination mechanisms are rather scarce.  Our recent 237 

review (Altarawneh et al., 2019) presented plausible bromination mechanisms with a focus on gas 238 

phase bromination by Br2, transfer of inorganic bromine to the carbon matrix during the de novo 239 

synthesis route, and bromination by oxyhalogen metallic surfaces.  The latter mechanism is 240 

evidenced by reduction of CuBr2 into CuBr during de novo synthesis of PBDD/Fs (Ortuño et al., 241 

2014).  To the best of our knowledge, literature presents no account on a plausible potential role 242 

of Br-containing polymers in the bromination mechanism.   243 

 244 

In Figure 4, we put this mechanism to the test by studying Br transfer from PE-Br site into a 245 

physiosorbed phenoxy radical.  An interesting aspect to consider is if bromine-linked polymer may 246 

influence the bromination sequence and pattern of bromophenol isomers.  Br transfer from the PE 247 

polymeric chain to the para site in a phenoxy radical demands a very sizable activation barrier of 248 

58.9 kcal/mol (TS4).  Destabilization of the electronic delocalized system in the phenoxy radical 249 

along the reaction M6 → M7 is highly endothermic by 41.1 kcal/mol.  A 1,6-H transfer reaction 250 

through the transition structure TS5 affords a 4-bromophenol molecule climbing a modest 251 

activation barrier of 18.1 kcal/mol.  Clearly, barrier embedded in TS4 resembles a bottle-neck for 252 

the occurrence of the bromination pathway shown in Figure 4.  It is thus inferred that an ethylenic-253 

bounded Br transfer into a gas phase phenoxy radical should be largely hindered.  254 

 255 

3.3. Phenyl/benzene reaction with the PE-Br structure 256 
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 257 

Phenyl-type aromatic radicals readily form in the gas phase via H abstraction by the H/O/Br radical 258 

pool.  For instance, we assembled a kinetic dataset for reactions of H, OH, and Br radicals with 259 

the aromatic ring in a gas phase TBBA molecule (Altarawneh and Dlugogorski, 2014a).  The 260 

constructed PE-Br structure herein resembles a model for a halogen-rich carbon matrix that forms 261 

during thermal recycling of BFRs-polymers blends (Osada et al., 2008).  In Figure 5a, abstraction 262 

of an ethylenic Br atom from the PE chain by the apparent radical site in a phenyl radical requires 263 

an accessible reaction barrier of 17.7 kcal/ml (in reference to the initial physiosorbed adduct).  The 264 

produced benzene molecule resides 9.6 kcal/mol below the energy level of the entrance channel.  265 

The actual importance of the bromination route depicted in Figure 5a primarily depends on the 266 

availability of the very short-lived phenyl species to undergo this bimolecular reaction.  In Figure 267 

5b, formation of a benzene molecule from a gas phase phenyl radical via H abstraction from the 268 

PE structure should be hindered due to the very sizable reaction barrier of TS7 (86.0 kcal/mol).  269 

Along the same line of enquiry, reaction of a benzene radical with abundant H atoms in the gas 270 

phase most likely results in ring-opening of the benzene ring leading to short cuts as documented 271 

in the literature.  272 

3.6. Formation of a bromophenolate adduct Open burning and primitive thermal recycling of e-273 

waste proceeds in a heterogenous environment that entail impregnating of the metallic load in e-274 

waste (Cu, Fe, Zn, and Pd) into the halogen-rich carbon matrix (Osada et al., 2008; Fujimori et al., 275 

2016; Altarawneh et al., 2019).  The interplay between fraction of metallic species and yields of 276 

PBDD/Fs (and other brominated aromatic compounds) from thermal recycling of e-waste has been 277 

the subject of a mounting number of studies.  For instance, X-ray absorption fine structure (XFAS) 278 

technique underpinned an electron transfer from PBDEs-intermediates that positively correlate 279 

with the extent of the reduction reaction Cu(II) → Cu(I) (Fujimori et al., 2016).  The combustion 280 

chemistry of metallic-decorated carbon matrix and its role in catalyzing formation/halogenation of 281 

aromatic moieties is rather poorly understood.  Herein, we study a plausible transformation of a 282 

gas phase phenoxy radical into 2-bromophenol molecule upon its adsorption over a CuBr-283 

substituted PE configuration.  Governing reactions are displayed in Figure 6.  Chemical adsorption 284 

of a phenoxy radical onto the CuBr site ensues via a trivial reaction barrier of only 3.5 kcal/mol 285 

(TS8).  The formed phenoxy-Cu(Br)-PE adduct (M14) is located ~ 9 kcal/mol below the separated 286 
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reactants.  Transfer of the Br atom to the ortho site demands an activation barrier of 26.3 kcal/mol 287 

(TS9).  Migration of the H atom into the phenoxy’O atom via TS10 forms an adsorbed 2-288 

bromophenol-Cu-PE configuration via a very high energy barrier of 56.7 kcal/mol.  In the final 289 

step, scission of the Cu-O bond liberates a 2-bromphenol molecule in a slightly exothermic 290 

process.   291 

 292 

Concluded from Figure 6 is that a Br transfer from a Cu(Br) to the aromatic ring is envisaged to 293 

be a feasible process.  A direct fission of the Cu-O bond (as alternate for the subsequent M15 → 294 

M16) proceeds through a matching 57.1 kcal/mol of endothermicity releasing a 2-bromphenol 295 

molecule.  The adsorbed phenolate-like adduct in the M15 structure is often regarded as an 296 

important surface-bounded intermediate in the surface-catalyzed formation of dibenzofuran (DF) 297 

and dibenzodioxin (DD) moieties through Langmuir-Hinshelwood and Eley-Rideal (ER) 298 

mechanism, respectively (Altarawneh et al., 2009).  An experimental evidence for the formation 299 

of an oxygen-centered phenolate adduct akin to the M15 structure stems from numerous electron 300 

paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements (Kiruri et al., 2014).  Despite of commonly 301 

discussed role of surface-bounded phenolate in formation of DF/DD adducts, these pathways 302 

remain without quantum chemical verification.   303 

 304 

Utilizing kinetic parameters enlisted in Table 1, we constructed a simplified batch reactor model 305 

to derive conversion of a gas phase phenoxy radical into a 2-bromophenol molecule along the 306 

reaction sequence M13 → M14 → M15 → M16.  Figure 7 depicts the relative yields of M15 and 307 

M16 intermediates at 600 K and a reaction time of 10 seconds.  The model predicts accumulation 308 

of the dioxin’s precursor phenolate-type adduct; the M15 configuration.  Formation of a 2-309 

bromphenol molecule accounts for 22% of the total product flux.  It will be insightful to construct 310 

a reduced model for the conversion of phenolate-type adducts into respective PBDD/Fs structures 311 

through the LH and ER mechanisms.   312 

 313 

 314 
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4- Conclusions  315 

Utilizing accurate DFT calculations, we reported herein mechanistic pathways and energetic 316 

requirements for a series of important reactions operating during co-pyrolysis of PE with BFRs 317 

pyrolysates.  All investigated species adsorb rather weakly over a neat PE chain, PE with an alkyl 318 

radical site, Br-PE chain, and Cu(Br)-substituted sites.  Reaction of a gas phase Br atom with the 319 

aliphatic carbon skeleton in PE creates an alkyl radical site and releases the potent bromination 320 

agent of HBr.  Computed barrier for this reaction slightly exceeds analogous values in case of 321 

normal alkanes.  Accessible energy barriers for the abstraction of aromatic Br atoms at alkyl radical 322 

sites affirm the experimentally demonstrated hydro-denomination capacity of aliphatic polymers.  323 

Conversion of bromophenols into OH-phenyl radicals via this reaction diminishes the likely 324 

formation of bromophenoxy radicals, and thus, shuts down an important pathway for the synthesis 325 

of PBDD/Fs and PBDEs.  Direct Br transfer into a phenoxy moiety incurs a substantial energy 326 

barrier and is expected to be of a negligible importance.  On the contrary, a PE-Bounded Br atoms 327 

fills in the vacant apparent radical site in a phenyl radical.  This reaction offers a potential 328 

bromination pathways of brominated aromatics.  A simplified kinetic model demonstrates 329 

accumulation of a bromophenolate species attached at a Cu site deposited on the PE structure.  330 

Overall, chemical events highlighted in this study explains fate and transformation of selected 331 

brominated species during thermal recycling of bromine-containing polymers.  332 

 333 

 334 
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Table 1: Kinetic parameters fitted in the temperature range of 300-1000 K. 464 

 465 

 466 

 467 

 468 

 469 

 470 

 471 

 472 

 473 

 474 

 475 

 476 

 477 

 478 

 479 

  480 

Reaction A (s-1) Ea (kcal mol-1) 

 M1→ M2 2.7×1017 18.6 

M3→ M4 9.0×1011 30.7 

M3→ M5 6.0×1011 21.9 

M6→ M7  5.6×1010 56.3 

M7→ M8 1.4×1011 66.4 

M9→ M10 2.1×1014 15.8 

M11→ M12 1.0×1011 92.6 
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 481 

Figure 1: Deployed surface model of the PE(100) surface.   482 

  483 
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 486 

 487 

 488 

 489 

Figure 2: Abstraction of an ethylenic H atom by a gas phase Br atom.  Values are in kcal/mol in 490 

reference to the initial separated reactants.  Distances are in Å.  White, grey and light blue spheres 491 

denote hydrogen, carbon, and bromine atoms respectively.  This code of color applies in all 492 

Figures.  493 
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 505 

 506 

Figure 3: Reaction of a 2-bromophenol molecule with the PE polymeric chain.  Values are in 507 
kcal/mol in reference to the initial separated reactants.  Red spheres denote oxygen atoms.  508 
Distances are in Å. 509 
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 513 

 514 

Figure 4: Reaction of a phenoxy radical with the PE polymeric chain.  Values are in kcal/mol in 515 
reference to the initial separated reactants.  Distances are in Å.  516 
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      (a) 520 

 521 

 522 

(B) 523 

 524 

Figure 5: Reaction of a phenyl radical (a) and a benzene molecule (b) with the Br-PE 525 
configuration.  Values are in kcal/mol in reference to the initial separated reactants.  Distances are 526 
in Å.     527 
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 531 

 532 

Figure 6: Reaction of a phenoxy radical with a Cu(Br) site substituted at the PE polymeric 533 
chain.  Values are in kcal/mol in reference to the initial separated reactants.  534 
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 537 

 538 

Figure 7: Yields of M15 and M16 configurations at 600 K, along the reaction sequence depicted 539 

in Figure 6.   540 
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